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Abstract: Wireless Sensor Network have been the front line innovation in different remote occasion observing applications, particularly in unsafe zones, threatening situations, battlefields and commercial applications such as building, traffic surveillance, habitat monitoring and smart homes and many more scenarios. Although several existing methods BOUNDHOLE, GAR, TWIN ROLLING BALL algorithms are used to avoid these problems but their performance are bounded by their limitations. While transmitting the packet the void problem can also occur that makes the packet unreachable towards the destination. This becomes challenge to avoid routing problem in Greedy routing protocol. Especially the active attacks would decrease the Qos parameters of the System, this paper mainly focuses on the After by-passing the packet from the infected area using BPR technique, the Enhancement added further to this is - We are finding the new path from SOURCE to DESTINATION through the best energy-efficient neighbor node. For that, we are setting the energy model using ene.awk and calculating the energy-efficient of best neighbor node. We have to sort the energy file to get the highest energy neighbor node. In final.awkit will find the new path from source to destination through best energy efficient neighbor node.
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1. Introduction

A Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is a gathering of substantial number of independent sensor hubs which are spatially conveyed over a geological territory fundamentally connected to control and screen the physical changes in nature through parameters like pressure, temperature and sound and so on. A WSN system can likewise effectively forward the information between the hubs in bi course with capacity of detecting. Because of a few focal points of these systems it has been utilized as a part of different applications particularly in Military for outskirt observation, mechanical applications and shopper applications etc. Size of the system begins from couple of hubs to hundred and thousand of hubs relying on the application arranged. Every sensor hub has a capacity of detecting the natural changes and convey these data to its neighbor hub inside of its range.

To empower these exercises every hub has bolstered structure, for example, radio handset with an inner receiving wire, a self fueled battery as a vitality source, and a microcontroller to process the information. A WSN can be a homogeneous or heterogeneous system and the size and expense of every hub changes from little to enormous as application differs yet they are restricted by few asset requirements, for example, memory, vitality, rate and correspondence data transmission which makes a system frail while executing progressively.
Data brought by this kind of nodes contain abnormalities that do not mirror exact data. For eg temperature fluctuations observed from normal readings taken. If there are flaws in the node the sensing process will be disorganized, causing serious periodic connection over the whole network, packets may not be forwarded to the destinations by trapping in the infected areas. It introduces the problem of packet loss rate and high consumption of energy in WSNs. Packets carrying important information about occurrence of emergency situation this type of loss of packet could result in severe consequences which affect the whole nation using the network. Anomalous data resulting in incorrect decision making and bad data collected systems in the network need to timely detect corrupted nodes and avoid them which require alternative routes to be reconstructed making incoming packets to detour packets to its destinations by avoiding infected areas.

3. Proposed Work And Methodology

3.1 By-Passed Routing System

The By-Passed Routing (BPR) technique comprises two parts
- Infected area detection
- By-Passed Routing

First part identifies the infected nodes by Fuzzy Data Clustering to detect anomalies. This method is chosen as it evaluates anomalous data over various sensor nodes. A centric data point view with fuzzy cluster is correct when evaluating a node is infected or not whether through malware attack, hardware malfunction or software corruption. Infected node information is then used for traffic diversion in the proposed BPR technique. The innovation of BPR approach relies on introduction of twin rolling ball technique that recognize the next one hop neighbors immediately than the GAR approach. Getting the trapped packets out of infected region is other contributes of BPR.
**Procedure of BPR:**

3.2. Fuzzy Data Clustering

**Infected node:** The node $N_i$ from the given set of sensor nodes $N = \{N_1, N_2, \ldots, N_n\}$ is considered as infected if it satisfies the following condition:

- Contains some outlying fluctuation points which can be classified as anomalous with its fraction over normal measurements is $\geq 10\%$ of its aggregated readings over a considered time window $\delta T$.

- **Infected area:** Given a subset $(n)$ of WSN sensor nodes $(n \in N)$, which are over a particular spatial area $A$, that area is considered as an infected area if and only if:
  - All the sensor nodes in $n$ satisfy the criteria for Definition of infected node.
  - Each node is within one hop communication distance of at least one other node in $n$.

Fuzzy data clustering method is used for detecting the anomaly in the sensed data. Based on membership values, fuzzy data clustering method make the partition of data into clusters and in this method each data element can part of more than one cluster. The membership value represent degree which data element belonging to the particular cluster.

The FCM algorithm try to divide a list of $n$ elements $X = \{X_1, X_2, \ldots, X_n\}$ into a $C$ fuzzy clusters based on certain condition. The output of algorithm is a set of $C$ cluster centers $C = \{C_1, C_2, \ldots, C_n\}$ and membership matrix $W = w_{ab}$ where $w_{ab}$ belongs to $[0,1]$, $a = 1, \ldots, n$, $b = 1, \ldots, C$, where $wij$ indicate the strength of association between element $X_a$ and the cluster $C_b$. The FCM (fuzzy c-means clustering) goal to minimize an objective function ($Jm$).

$$n \quad J_m = \sum_{a=1}^{n} \sum_{b=1}^{C} w_{ab} \|X_a - C_b\|^2$$

Where $w_{ab} = 1 \div \left( \frac{\|X_a - C_b\|}{\|X_a - C_k\|} \right)^{2(m-1)}$.

The fuzzifier $m$ identifies the degree of cluster fuzziness. A smaller $m$ results in larger membership's $w_{ab}$ values assigned to data means whose intensities are close to the particular centroid and larger $m$ value results in smaller membership's web values assigned to data means data is far from the centroid. The membership's $w_{ab}$ converge to 0 or 1. The value of $m$ is normally set to 2 when there is no experimental knowledge.

The membership degree of any data point $X$ in $k$th cluster is represented by $w_k(X)$. In FCM, the mean of membership degree of every data points in the cluster is centroid of that cluster.

$$C_k = \frac{\sum_{x} w_k(X) m X}{\sum_{x} w_k(X) m}$$

4. Data flow diagram of BPR

The proposed By-Passed Routing (BPR) technique consists two main parts, namely infected area identification and bypassed routing.
Fuzzy-C-Mean algorithm 1

Step 1: Select a number of clusters.
Step 2: Randomly assign membership value for each data point and centroid for each cluster.
Step 3: Iterate until the algorithm meet its condition (that is, the variation of values between two iterations is no more than $\varepsilon$, the given sensitivity threshold).
Step 4: Determine the center of every cluster. Step 5: For every data element, determine its degree of membership within a cluster [4-5].

2.2. By-Passed Routing (BPR)

The aim of this technique is first to get stuck packets out of the infected regions. Second we divert the incoming packets from infected region. Once the information about the infected region is obtained from fuzzy data clustering than that can be used to by-pass the area and reroute the incoming packets to uninfected region. This section consists of three different parts: Getting the Stuck Packets Out, By-passing the infected areas, and Normal Routing.

Algorithm 2: Avoiding Infected Areas
Step 1: Require: NextHopID, Ns, ND Address;
Step 2: Ns initiates transmission using GF Algorithm;
Step 3: if (d(Nj, ND) < d(Ni ,ND) == TRUE) then
Step 4: Assign Nj as the next hop;
Step 5: if (Local Minima problem is met) then
Step 6: if (Stuck Messages != 0) then
  - Call the Twin Rolling Balls function;
  - Get the Stuck Messages out;
Step 7: else
Step 8: Route the incoming packets using BPR;
Step 9: else
Step 10: Perform the GF algorithm;

Getting the Stuck Packets Out: Some packets are stuck in the region due to the infected nodes and also there is no node available for forward these packets to next hop. If no alternative path arrangement made for these packets than there is high risk of being dropped. This section composed of three parts: Twin Rolling Balls, Forwarding the Stuck Packets, and the Derivation of Exit Gate Node.

The Twin Rolling Balls: For all $Ni \in N$ the two similar rolling balls $RB1Ni(Si, R/2)$ and $RB2Ni(Si, R/2)$ is defined by The two rolling circles attached at the $NLocal$ with its
- Center point at $Si$ and radius of both circles is equal to $R/2$. $\{RBiNi(Si, R/2)\} = NULL$ indicate the node $Nk \in N$ should not be present in the open space within the two rolling balls $\{RBiNi(Si, R/2)\}$.

After infected node and twin rolling ball is done, the back trace message must be send to source node to inform its infected and stop sending the packet to the node, to bypass the node and take alternative route. This alternate path again depends upon the parameter taken for the other nodes to satisfy the condition and taken in the loop with normal forwarding algorithm.

In fig the ball will attach at $Ne$, it will roll and hit $N10$. This process continues till the packet reaches destination node (ND). This method unnecessary visits to other nodes($Ne,N10,N11,N12$) While there is another shortest route to destination. In contrast the BPR method will choose $N8$ as an exit gate node. The selection of this exit gate node is based on transmission range covered by $Nlocal$. Ne node excludes as exit gate node avoiding taking longer routes. From node 8 it will proceed with normal forwarding using GF algorithm.
5. Results and Discussion

Dark blue node shows the best energy efficient node among all the best nodes and it also finds the new path from source to destination through best efficient neighbor node.

6. Conclusion and Future Work

In this work, the efficiency of the By-Passed Routing technique where it avoids the infected nodes in network is seen thereby improving the overall performance of network. The infected area comprising of infected nodes called also as anomalous nodes are detected by fuzzy data clustering technique in which first clustering is performed and infected node is calculated based on threshold value in energy model. This information is used by the BPR technique where it finds the alternate path to transfer of packets from source node to destination node with the help of twin rolling balls which define the next forwarding node and reduces the false boundary detection seen in existing rolling ball technique.

After by-passing the packet from the infected area using BPR technique, the Enhancement added further to this is - We are finding the new path from source to destination through the best energy-efficient neighbor node. For that, we are setting the energy model using ene.awk and calculating the energy-efficient of best neighbor node. We have to sort the energy file to get the highest energy neighbor node. In final, awk it will find the new path from source to destination through best energy efficient neighbor node.
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